CAMINO DEL BONDADOSO
CAMINO DEL POSO

PROJECT #4
DRAINAGEWAY #9

±203'
APPROX. PROJECT AREA
BEGIN 12" THICK RENO MATTRESS AND 3' D X 1' W CONC C.O. WALL (TYPICAL BOTH SIDES) AT END OF CONC APRON

PROJECT #3
DRAINAGEWAY #9

BEGIN 12" THICK RENO MATTRESS AND END 1.5' D X 1' W CONC C.O. WALL
END RENO MATTRESS SECURE WITH L-HOOK INTO EXIST CONC GRADE CONTROL STRUCTURE

PASEO TIERRA

BEGIN 12" THICK RENO MATTRESS AND 3' D X 1' W CONC C.O. WALL (TYPICAL BOTH SIDES) AT BEGINNING OF CONC GRADE CONTROL STRUCTURE

END 12" THICK RENO MATTRESS AND 3' D X 1' W CONC C.O. WALL AT END OF CONC APRON

PROJECT #6
DRAINAGEWAY #9

17.67' LT END 12" RENO MATTRESS AND 3' D X 1' W CONC C.O. WALL BEGIN 6' D X 1' W CONC C.O. WALL

PROJECT #7
DRAINAGEWAY #9

BEGIN 12" THICK RENO MATTRESS AND 3' D X 1' W CONC C.O. WALL AT END OF CONC APRON

MATCH TO VIEW RIGHT ABOVE
MATCH TO VIEW LEFT BELOW

SCALE: 1" = 100'